Understanding the microscopic phenomena behind vacuum arc ignition and generation is crucial for being able to control the breakdown rate, thus improving the effectiveness of many high-voltage applications where frequent breakdowns limit the operation. In this work, statistical properties of various aspects of breakdown, such as the number of pulses between breakdowns, breakdown locations, electronic waveforms and crater sizes are studied independently with almost identical Pulsed DC Systems at the University of Helsinki and in CERN. In high-gradient experiments, copper electrodes with parallel plate capacitor geometry, undergo thousands of breakdowns. The results support the classification of the events into primary and secondary breakdowns, based on the distance and number of pulses between two breakdowns. Primary events follow a power law on the log-log scale with the slope α ≈ 1.33, while the secondaries are highly dependent on the pulsing parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grasping the underlying physical processes leading to electrical vacuum arc outbursts -breakdowns (BD) -is important for many applications across various fields in modern science and technology. The phenomenon occurs in devices that operate in (ultra) high vacuum and which are subject to high electric fields. Applications include vacuum switches and interrupters, vacuum arc metal processing, ion beam and pulsed sources, fusion reactors, satellites and radio-frequency (RF) particle accelerators [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Investigation on the origin of BDs has been underway for more than a century [1] . Numerous experimental, theoretical and, more recently, computational studies have been performed over the decades in order to understand the phenomenon [5] [6] [7] . Several different processes have been suggested to explain the arc formation, but none of them have provided adequate analytic explanation [8] .
It is clear that surface electric fields below GV/m range are not strong enough to break a metal surface in order to initiate the plasma of the vacuum arc. The most common explanation is that micro and nanoscale protrusions on the surface locally increase the surface electric field and this enhanced field results in electron field emission induced evaporation of neutral atoms as well. The emitted electrons accelerated under the electric field ionize some of the atoms which in turn are accelerated back towards the cathode, sputtering more neutrals into the vacuum and starting an avalanche process [9, 10] . Leading to an exponential growth in the number of charged particles in the vacuum and practically short circuiting the anode and cathode, this whole process is seen as a vacuum * anton.saressalo@helsinki.fi discharge -vacuum arc -also known as a breakdown. Once the system is short circuited, large currents flow through even with relatively small voltages. Origin and experimental observation of these protrusions is unclear. Some hypotheses link them to near-surface dislocations [11, 12] .
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is an example of an application in which breakdowns play an important role in limiting the design. The project is a highenergy physics facility proposed to be built at CERN in order to accelerate and collide electrons and positrons [13] . The accelerating structures for the main beam of CLIC operate at room temperature and use 50 MW Xband RF pulses to accelerate electrons and positrons in an ultra-high vacuum environment. In order to minimize the length and construction costs of the facility, electric fields up to 100 MV/m are used to accelerate the particles for the highest collision energy stage. These high accelerating fields correspond to surface electric fields in excess of 200 MV/m, a value limited by vacuum electrical breakdowns. If a breakdown occurs during the operation of the CLIC accelerator, the particle beam is kicked an no e + e − collisions can occur for that pulse. Thus, the accelerator's luminosity is reduced, which is why the breakdown rate (BDR) is required to be kept below 3 × 10 −7 per pulse per meter for the accelerator to operate efficiently [14] .
Copper has been chosen as the material of these accelerating structures [15] . Despite its relatively low average breakdown field after conditioning, 170 MV/m, the other properties of copper, such as good conductivity, machinability, ductility and availability made it the best choice for the material [16] .
In order to optimize the accelerating structure design and operation, the structures are experimentally tested in klystron-based X-band test facilities in CERN [17] [18] [19] . These test stands allow 200 ns pulses with output up to 50 MW and repetition rate up to 400 Hz with breakdown behaviour being one of the most important parameters investigated [20, 21] .
Since building and operating these RF test facilities is both expensive and time-consuming, DC pulse experiments have been designed specifically to study the breakdowns with much higher repetition rates and simpler setup. In spite of the differences between the RF and DC systems, the DC pulsing is made as close as possible to the RF case. This way the DC experiments are not only useful in studying the BD resistance during CLIClike pulsing, but also in understanding the basic physics behind the BD initiation general.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Equipment
The experiments were conducted using a Pulsed DC System aimed to emulate the RF pulsing, but with a higher repetition rate. The system includes two parallel copper electrodes inside a vacuum chamber (Large Electrode System, LES), connected to a high-voltage power supply and a pulse generator along with an oscilloscope and a measurement computer. Almost identical Pulsed DC Systems in CERN and at the University of Helsinki were used in this work. In CERN, there are also continuous experiments done with the actual CLIC accelerating structures, using 12 GHz RF pulses with repetition rates up to 400 Hz .
LES is a compact vacuum chamber designed at CERN for high-gradient studies (Figure 1 ). Inside the chamber, there are two diamond-machined cylindrical electrodes separated by an aluminum oxide spacer which maintains a desired gap between the electrode surfaces. In these studies, spacers resulting in a 60 µm gap were used, but there are also other options for a gap from 20 to 100 µm. The surface roughness and dimensional precision of the spacers as well as the electrodes is below 1 µm by design. Together, these electrodes act as a parallel plate capacitor. One of the electrodes is charged to a positive voltage (anode) while the other one is grounded (cathode). The small gap allows generation of electric fields of even 100 MV/m with DC voltages of only a few kilovolts. During measurements, the chamber is pumped down to high-vacuum below 10 −7 mbar using a turbo pump in series with a roughing pump.
High-voltage microsecond-pulses with a repetition rate of typically 1-2 kHz are generated using a Marx Generator EPULSUS R -FPM1-10 by Energy Pulse Systems [22] . The generator utilizes SiC MOSFET technology for amplifying the voltage from a power supply by a factor of 14 and enabling pulses with lengths from 100 ns upwards. During a pulse, the effective capacitor inside the LES is charged with a current spike, and a similar spike in the opposite direction discharges the electrodes after a specified up-time (pulse length), provided that no breakdown occurred. The rise and fall time of the pulses are in the order of 100 ns. Pulse length and repetition rate can be varied programmatically.
The generator is also used for detecting the electrical breakdowns between the electrodes by monitoring the current during pulsing. When a breakdown occurs, there is a rapid current peak as the anode and cathode are briefly short circuited. This current peak is typically at least by a factor of 2 higher than the charging peak and can thus be distinguished by the generator. The generator can sustain the short circuit open for a chosen period of time after a breakdown in order to let the circuit relax. During this waiting time, the voltage is kept at low value around 20 V. Examples of waveforms without and with a breakdown in Figures 2 and 3 .
B. Pulsing & conditioning algorithm
The ultimate aim of the experiments is to increase the breakdown resistance of the electrodes during pulsing with as high electric field as possible while keeping the breakdown rate within predefined limits. The increase in the breakdown resistance is achieved by conditioning the copper electrodes with electric pulses [16] . For copper, this conditioning typically requires a great number of pulses (typically more than 10 7 [19] ), during which numerous breakdowns occur (typically more than 100) [23] .
The conditioning starts with relatively low electric fields, for example, 10 MV/m and the voltage is gradually increased in small steps after each pulsing period, of typically 100 000 pulses. If a breakdown occurs, the pulsing for that period is terminated and the electric field is either slightly decreased or not changed at all, depending on the number of pulses which took place until the breakdown. The algorithm is similar to that used in the RF experiments and is explained in details in [24] .
During the first pulses after a breakdown, there is a ramping period, where the field is briefly decreased to one fifth of the value before the BD and then it is asymptotically increased back to the target value during a course of 20 voltage steps with 100 pulses in each step as demonstrated in Figure 4 . The objective of the ramping is to reduce the possibility of cascades of secondary breakdowns.
After the electrode has reached a conditioned statei.e. the frequency of breakdowns is such that the algorithm keeps the electric field at a steady level, thus the field has saturated -the measurements are continued in so-called flat mode runs. In these runs the target voltage is set to a constant value where the breakdown rate is relatively stable. The different pulsing modes are visualized in Figure 5 .
C. Electrodes
LES is designed to work with cylindrical electrodes with contact diameter of 62 mm more detailed in [25] . Below the shoulder for spacer, the diameter changes to 80 mm. Electrode thickness is greatest below the 62 mm contact area, 30 mm. The contact surface of the electrodes is diamond machined to have roughness below one micron, which is also the accuracy of the shoulder height which maintains the electrode separation via an aluminum oxide spacer.
As discussed previously, the material of interest is copper. The two main types of copper being tested are hard copper and soft copper. Hard copper is high-purity, oxygen-free electronic copper that is machined into the required shape. The grain size on the surface of Hard Cu is between 10 and 100 µm (at least 4 on the ASTM E112 standard [26] ). Soft copper additionally undergoes a treatment first at 1040 • C in hydrogen atmosphere and afterwards at 650 • C in vacuum to breath out the hydrogen. The annealing increases the grain size to a few millimeters, so that they are seen even with a naked eye.
D. Breakdown localization
The pulsed DC system at CERN is additionally equipped with cameras for localization of the breakdowns [27] . They are installed close to two orthogonal viewports of the vacuum chamber, perpendicular to each other. Positions of the breakdowns are determined by the light emitted during each breakdown. If both cameras record a single line, the positioning of breakdown on the electrode surface can be determined. This technique allows to see real-time spatial distribution of breakdowns without the necessity of disassembling the vacuum chamber in order to see the BD spots which would cause several days' halt with the measurements. In these experiments, smaller electrodes with contact disk diameter of 40 mm were used.
The localization algorithm is the following: the cameras have an exposure time of three seconds, after which the cumulative pictures are analyzed. When no light was emitted during the exposure, no BD occurred, the picture will not be stored and the cameras will continue recording. The data acquisition system needs a few milliseconds for data transport and analysis. During these few milliseconds, the shutter is closed, but as the cameras are not synchronized between each other, at least one of them will detect a possible breakdown event. For the proper analysis of emitted light, the image is compared with the previous one, which helps in ignoring the background light. Therefore, a pause of at least 2 × 3 s is implemented in the high-voltage generator algorithm in between two breakdowns.
Collecting the data from the cameras, the high voltage generator, the oscilloscope and post-mortem microscopy, a wide range of parameters such as electric field, number of pulses between previous breakdown, distance between subsequent breakdowns and crater sizes on the anode and cathode surfaces can be analyzed for better understanding of each breakdown event.
Electrodes are also imaged both before breakdown experiments and post-mortem with optical microscopes. In these images, breakdowns can be seen as dark craters on the surface, though it is almost impossible to connect them to the pulse that caused the BD without the 
E. Other parts of the measurements and analysis
During the pulsing and breakdown experiments, also secondary parameters of the system were observed. These include monitoring the vacuum pressure as well as voltage and current waveforms. In some runs, we also used a mass spectrometer in order to detect residual particles in the vacuum.
The waveform and pulsing data are saved for each breakdown. This allows investigation of the breakdown current, voltage, timing within the pulse, short circuit width, pulse number and timing. Reference values are also saved for some non-breakdown pulses.
Also, simple simulations were used to understand the results. Particularly, the distribution of distances between breakdowns was simulated with Monte Carlo methods. That is, by repeatedly scattering series of 1000 BDs within 3 mm from the edge of the electrode and calculating the distribution of distances between the subsequent spots in order to compare the distribution with the experimentally measured ones.
In addition, post-mortem analysis is performed to the surfaces for example to measure the electrode tilt and roughness with a profilometer or to investigate the BD craters with a Scanning White Light Interferometry microscope [28] .
A breakdown event concentrates tens millijoules of energy within a small area [2, 10] , which results in creation of the BD craters. It has been observed that a cathode crater, generated by a BD in LES with 60 µm gap, usually contains a pit, that has a typical depth of 1 µm and a radius of 50 µm. At the edges of the pit, there is typically a 50 µm thick annulus of molten and recrystallized material, which has numerous sharp edges and protrusions that serve as sites for additional BDs [29] .
III. RESULTS
All the data presented below are the results of the flat mode runs with conditioned electrodes. The conditions of the experiment were kept constant as long as possible in order to collect enough data for statistical analysis. Most importantly, the pulsing voltage was kept constant except immediately after each breakdown, when the asymptotic ramping described earlier was used to ramp up the electric field from one fifth to the target voltage in 2000 pulses (2100 for the setup in CERN).
A. Pulses between breakdowns
Number of pulses between two consecutive breakdowns were analyzed for four flat mode runs with different electrodes -two sets in CERN and two in Helsinki. The key numbers of the runs are shown in Table I . Hard Cu CERN and Soft Cu CERN had a contact surface diameter of 40 mm in order to enable BD localization. For reference, the same analysis was also conducted for an RF run conducted with the X-band test stand at CERN [30] .
A probability density function (PDF) was calculated for the pulses between breakdowns with results shown in Figure 7 . The graphs show that the probability for a breakdown to occur within the ramping period is remarkably higher than after the ramping, but the values vary significantly within this period, correlating with the ramping steps. After the ramping has ended, the probability decreases linearly on the log-log scale. There are no big differences in the trends between the PDFs for different runs, except for the Hard Cu Helsinki, which has a jump in the probability around 10 5 pulses, but continues to decrease with almost the same slope even after the jump. The linear decay of the probabilities follow the power law P(S) = kS −α with α ≈ 1.33, which was similar for all the runs. The RF run does not have comparable steps in the ramping algorithm, though the results still nicely follow the power law with only a slightly smaller slope. The inset of Figure 7 reveals that the probability of BDs shows a sawtooth-pattern with peaks at every 100 pulses -exactly at the beginning of each ramping step. This confirms an earlier qualitative observation that the breakdown probability increases whenever the pulsing is paused and the conditions are changed. In this case, the pause was a few seconds, which was required for the power supply to adjust to the new voltage for each ramping step. Due to the asymptotic ramping, the relative changes in the electric field are the largest in the first ramping steps (below 800 pulses), where the relative increase per step is more than 3 %. Above 800 pulses in the ramping, the voltage is already above 90 % of the target value. This explains why the clearest sawtooth-pattern is seen between 200 and 800 pulses, where both the relative change and the absolute voltage are large enough. It is important to note that by bypassing the ramping and starting directly at the target voltage, there would be even more breakdowns during the first pulses after the previous BD.
B. Distances between breakdowns
Distances between consecutive breakdowns were measured using the localization technique described in Section II. Figure 8 shows the probability for a breakdown to occur at a certain distance from the previous one (center to center) for Hard and Soft Cu. The left panel ( Figures  8a and 8c ) in the graph shows the distributions for break- downs that occurred during ramping. They are mainly localized within the distance of 300 µm, especially on Hard Cu surface, while almost no breakdowns are seen at the larger distances. The right panels (Figures 8b  and 8d) show the distributions of distances between the breakdowns registered after the ramping mode was completed. There we see that the probabilities are almost equal for all the distances.. especially on Hard Cu, where the distribution is very similar to simulated, uncorrelated BD locations within 3 mm from the edge of the electrode.
In the subfigures 8a) and 8c), we see that there is an increased probability to have a breakdown at around 100 µm, which happens to be close to the average radius of a BD crater on cathode, as seen in Figure. 9. This behaviour is very similar for both Hard and Soft Cu.
In the subfigures 8b) and 8d), however, we see large differences between the copper types. While the distribution for Hard Cu is more or less uniform, the Soft Cu still has an increased amount of BDs close to the previous one. At first, this seems to contradict the earlier observation reported in [24] , which showed intense spatial clustering of BDs on Hard Cu, while on Soft Cu, the spatial BD distribution was much more uniform across the whole surface. However, a closer look at the locations of consecutive BDs reveals that in Soft Cu, it is common to have several consequent BDs within a close distance (less than a millimeter) from each other, after which the next breakdown can be anywhere. On Hard Cu, the BDs are more clustered, but it is rare to have more than one consecutive BD in the same cluster -the next BD is more likely to occur in another cluster anywhere on the surface. The clustering effect is visualized in Figure 10 , where we see that the BD density on Hard Cu exceeds 500 BDs per million pulses per mm 2 in several spots, whereas on Soft Cu there are only less prominent clusters and the BDs are more widespread outside of clusters.
In Figure 9 , the distances between consecutive ramping breakdowns are shown again for the Hard Cu CERN. This time the distances are compared with the size distribution of the cathode spots. The distributions show similar trends, with peaks around 100 µm. Gaussian fits for the distributions yield medians of 104±2 µm and 110±1 µm, for the distances and radii, respectively.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results show that the probability for a breakdown to occur is the highest within the next few hundred pulses after the previous one -and within 300 µm from the center of the previous BD spot. That is why the ramping has been introduced to keep the breakdown rate approximately stable. During the ramping period, the BD probability strongly follows the ramping steps so that it is the highest at the beginning of each step. The lowest probability within each ramping step is always the latest data point of the step. This value is higher when the electric field is higher at the corresponding ramping step. This is seen in overall ascending trend in the sawtooth function shown in the inset of Figure 7 .
This, linked to the high localization of the consequent ramping BDs, shows that there is a strong link between the events. These can be called follow-up or secondary breakdowns meaning that they could not originate without the first BD.
After the ramping, the BD probability decays linearly on the log-log scale, as a function of the number of pulses, with the slope being α ≈ 1.33. The value is really close to the slope obtained with the previous system, reported in [31] and also relatively close to the RF experiments in CERN. The observed jump at around 10 5 pulses in Hard Cu, the BDs tend to appear in distinct sites, whereas on Soft Cu, the clusters are not as strong and the distribution is more widely spread (leading to lower BD density). It is also important to note that on both electrodes, majority of the BDs lie on within a few millimeters from the edge.
Cu Helsinki plot is most probably an artifact from the changing of measurement period, which also happens every 10 5 pulses, granted that there was no BD. This kind of power law behaviour is seen in various seemingly unrelated phenomena, such as avalanche size distribution and earthquake frequency -and also the behaviour of dislocations in metals [32, 33] . Observed α in the references is typically 1.5, so relatively close to the measured values. Important feature of this kind of behaviour is the universality across several magnitudes of scales.
These events that happen during the linear part of the Figure 7 can be seen as primary breakdowns as they are mostly independent from one another and typically followed by secondary, highly dependent, BDs. Their initiation requires some local changes in the material, making that particular spot "hot". To understand the BD ignition, it is really important to understand what makes this particular spot more favourable for a BD than any other on the surface with an area larger than 10 cm 2 . Earlier work have hypothesized linking this to dislocations piling up near the surface, causing formation of protrusions, which, in turn, enhance the electric field locally [12] . The power law behaviour can be explained by dislocation avalanches.The relation between localized pre-breakdown field emission currents, hot spots and breakdown initiation was found in References [34, 35] . The phenomenon of hot, breakdown-apt regions have also been observed in the cells of RF structures [36] and been previously connected to surface contamination [37] .
The third main observation is the most probable distance between two consecutive breakdowns. If the BD would not fully destroy the underlying material, it would be natural that the next breakdown is likely to hit in the same crater again. Even more interesting is the finding of increased probability for a BD to occur at around 100 µm from the previous spot. This happens to be very close to the average radius of a breakdown crater. This suggests that the molten areas near the edges of the crater form ideal conditions for next breakdowns to happen as already observed in [29] . The phenomenon can actually be seen in the post-mortem surface images, showing chains of breakdowns exactly one crater radius apart from each other as seen in Figures 6 and 11 . The small difference in the mean values could be explained by systematic uncertainties in the BD crater recognition algorithm and its definition of BD crater "edge". The subfigures 8b) and 8d) show clear differences between Hard and Soft Cu. The Hard distribution pretty much follows the shape of random, uncorrelated edge BDs, as the simulation result shows in the same figure, suggesting that BDs on hard Cu surfaces after the ramp- ing period are mostly uncorrelated, stochastic events. Soft Cu BDs however, show correlation even after the ramping period, as most of the BDs fall within a few millimeters from the previous one. This can also be observed when studying series of consecutive non-ramping BDs that are located within 1 mm from each other. In Hard Cu, less than 2 % of the BDs fall into this category, while in Soft Cu, the fraction is around 10 % of the events (counting the series with at least two BDs).
Also previous research suggests that the breakdowns can be classified as either primary or secondary events [31, 37] . These are defined based on the physical distance and pulses between the events. The primary BDs initiate when some features, such as dislocations congest near surface in a particular hot grain. With hard copper, the grain size is in the order of 10 µm, so one breakdown does diminish the whole area of the grain and it becomes inactive for a large number of pulses. This can be understood in terms of dislocation activities. A new set of dislocations need to be activated before the grain becomes active again. Thus, it takes a large number of pulses before that spot can recover and a new primary breakdown can occur there. During this recovery time, it is more probable that the dislocations are mobilized in some other grain, leading to a breakdown in this spot. Figure 12 shows an example of this kind of a series of 19 consecutive primary BDs randomly scattered on the electrode surface (though nearly all of them are near the edge).
With soft copper, the grain size can be up to a few millimeters, allowing multiple primary breakdowns to occur close to each other before the grain is quenched. Secondary breakdowns are those that occur within the same breakdown crater, also typically close in terms of pulses in between. Figure 11 shows an example of a series of 13 consecutive BDs (including some ramping BDs) within one grain.
The different behaviour between surfaces with different grain sizes fits the dislocation hypothesis suggested in References [11, 12] , which is linked to the grain size: the dislocations are known to get pinned or annihilated at the grain boundaries [38] . With hard copper, presumably only some of the grains have mobile dislocations at a time, and once a BD has occurred on one, the source of protrusions -a hot spot -is at least temporarily deactivated. With soft copper again, most grains are so large that they are prone to having at least some mobile dislocations. When a BD occurs in this kind of a hot grain, one event is not enough to quench the whole surface of the grain and some other BDs are likely to occur due to nearby dislocations. The dislocation hypothesis is also supported by the temperature dependence of copper breakdown susceptibility [39] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Vacuum arc breakdowns between two Cu electrodes were generated by DC pulses in order to understand their generation processes and how to limit the frequency of the BD events. In the analysis, the pulses between breakdowns, breakdown locations and their correlation to cathode crater size were compared over various flat mode measurement runs and two Cu types, both at the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Helsinki and in CERN.
The results support the previous observation of independent primary and correlated secondary follow-up breakdowns. The BD locations show differences between hard and soft copper, which can be explained by grain size difference and dislocations. The dislocation hypothesis is also supported by the power law trend on pulses between breakdowns of the primary events.
For future work, it will be important to analytically understand the differences in the behaviour between Hard Cu and Soft Cu and to investigate the ramping algorithm so that it minimizes the breakdown rate without affecting the pulsing efficiency too much. Also, understanding the contaminants on electrode surfaces can play important role in understanding the full span of the breakdown processes [40] .
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